
The Book of the Dragons 

By: The Old Ones 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Although this book contains words of power, those words can only be seen when an ancient dragon 

breathes fire over this tome, who is also in possession of an element bestowed unto it by the Old Ones. 

If this is not you, this book serves as a source of knowledge only. As you have already figured out, to 

read from this tome requires burning this book and purifying its magical pages in the sanctity of fire. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Age of Dragons: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

The first dragon Typhon was created by the Old Ones to be without boundaries of time, which makes 

him immortal and without lacking any understanding. Because he understands all things, he does not 

seek knowledge like men do, for men do not understand and for this reason, Typhon and his offspring 

are the wisest creatures to be created. The wisest dragon is his daughter Hathors, who is the mother of 

Horus and Ra. 

 

The Dragons descended upon the First Plane of Existence and created the realms of men. There are 

twelve independent realms and the dragons installed within those realms four different kingdoms, 

based on the dragon elements, that were later turned over to mankind. Once the kingdoms were 

complete, they journeyed to the Second Plane of Existence to oversee the order they had installed. The 

heads of each house of dragons are referred to as the Seven Ancient Dragons, or the Wise Ones. The 

dragons that did not make it back to the Second Plane of Existence became feral and vulnerable to time, 

just as man is. These feral dragons drastically declined in power by staying in the realm of mankind and 

many have died off as a result over the millennia.  

 

All Dragons breath fire but based on their lineage the hue of their dragon’s breath is a different color. 

These colors are based on four dragon elements.  

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

The Dragon Elements 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Air- White hue 

Power of Governance, majesty and influence 



Water - Blue hue 

Power of Time and Knowledge 

Fire - Red hue 

Power of Death, Destruction and Corruption 

Earth - Green hue 

Power of Life, Virtues and Judgement 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Seven Ancient Dragons 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

The ancient dragons represent the colors of the rainbow and in this order, they are represented as the 

following spectrum array: 

(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Azure, Violet) 

 

Sirius - *color red* Has dominion over Fire (Source: element Fire) 

Venus - *color yellow* - Has dominion over fertility and over chaos (Source: element of fire, element of 

earth, element of water) 

Hathors - *color orange* Has dominion over the skies (Source: element of air, element of fire) 

Kumara - *color: green* - Has Dominion over Earth (Source: element of earth) 

Ladon - *color blue* Has dominion over time and over water (Source: element of water) 

Typhon - *color Azure* - Has dominion over order and over all dragons except Lemuria (Source: element 

of water, element of earth, element of fire, element of air) 

Lemuria - *color: violet* - has Dominion over the spirit (Source: element of water, element of fire, 

element of air, element of energy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



-------------------------------------------------------- 

The Order of Power and Influence 

Begins with Typhon and moves outward in the following order: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Typhon – Male 

Signet of Strength and infinite endurance of order 

Ladon – Androgynous 

Time Traveler and guide of the realms of mankind 

Kumara – Male 

Bringer of Life and Justice 

Hathors – Female 

Governor of Wisdom and restraint 

Venus – Female 

Governor of Intelligence and Redemption 

Sirius – Male 

Bringer of Death, corruption and the Struggle 

Lemuria – Female 

Constant Gardener of the human condition 

The power structure of the rainbow signifies a purification process in which the colors are being pushed 

apart by the strength of Typhon, while Lemuria collects the purified human souls in the Dragon 

Soulforge for entrance into the 13th realm, the home of the Old Ones. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Order of the Houses 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

House - Typhon 

Typhon the Great is the largest dragon ever created and 700 times larger than Lemuria for instance. This 

ancient dragon resides in the mana lake in the second plane of existence. This lake is the birthplace of all 

the ancient dragons and this body of water shares the same azure (teal deep blue) color as Typhon does. 

It is also the place where ocean sapphires come from. He is the father of all dragons and of many other 

creatures. 



 

House - Ladon 

This ancient dragon is the keeper of time and the protector of the knowledge entrusted to him by the 

Old Ones. Ladon is Androgynous and is at times female or male at his or her discretion. Ladon 

safeguards knowledge and locks it away from those who seek to undo that which is good. Ladon often is 

in human form and walks among men within one of the 12 realms. He or she will hide each of the books 

written by the Old Ones for man to find only once a champion has proven they are worthy of that 

knowledge. Ladon is summoned often to the realms of men because of these books. Also, Ladon is quite 

jovial and often employs games or tests as a measure of the progress of men. Many have tried and few, 

if any, have outsmarted Ladon. Only when a champion is truly worthy will they find the knowledge that 

is being safeguarded by this dragon. His or her power is considered great for he or she has access to all 

the knowledge in the volumes of tomes that the Old Ones have created. Few dragons have seen the 

contents of these books, but Ladon knows not only what they all say, but where they all reside.  

 

House - Kumara 

This ancient dragon is the third strongest dragon and has the mightiest of armies. Angels, Archangels, 

Paladins and Valkyrie serve Kumara to strengthen the bonds of men and women and also within the 

ranks of dragons. Kumara is the most loved dragon within the Second Plane of Existence and most 

revered. His Valkyrie selects the souls for Lemuria, his Paladins battle the Demons that serve Sirius, his 

angels deliver the memories of hope to humans at the request of Hathors and bless the unions that 

Venus propagates. Finally, his Archangels protect the virtuous and avenge the oppressed, nothing is 

more powerful than the Archangels that serve Kumara, other than the Old Ones and rest of the Ancient 

Dragons. Kumara is an emerald green hue but has storms of blues that pass over his scales to warn of 

impending war. Kumara is incapable of losing a battle, not even to his father. 

 

House - Hathors & House - Venus 

These ancient dragons are twin sisters and their hue changes colors from white to orange to yellow 

often. They are the most beautiful of all dragons and the envy of all. They are the complement of each 

other and together they help guide the twelve realms of men. They have dominion over the skies, so 

that they always have the most accurate perspectives and seldom miss as a result, especially Hathors-

who never has. They install Kings and Queens and request the services of Kumara or Sirius when 

needed. Few have ever been able to resist their charms, but those that have likely regret it. Although 

the father of dragons has dominion over order, it is specifically the job of Venus to employ chaos if some 

of this order has led to tyranny. Hathors flies much higher in the sky than her sister and for that reason 

she reacts slower and with intent to not interfere as much. Humans are more versed with the ways of 

Venus than that of her twin sister Hathors, but Hathors is considered the wisest of all dragons and can 

see far into the future.  

 

House - Sirius  



This ancient dragon has dominion almost exclusively over fire and specifically of the demons and 

nightmares that plague the realms of mankind. He is one of the weaker dragons on purpose for he is not 

intended to destroy the realms of men, but rather create change through destruction, corruption or the 

struggle. Venus often employs his services while Hathor is quite a bit more reserved than her sister. That 

being the way it is, Sirius cannot act without one of the twins requesting his services and those forces 

are still subject to the rules of the tomes written by the Old Ones. Sirius is constantly envious of his 

brother Kumara and is secretly in love with his sister Venus. Sirius looks black in color but his skin is 

actually red under the charcoal embers of his scales. The temperature of the blood that flows through 

his veins is enough to melt rock on contact. 

 

House - Lemuria 

The keeper of souls, the operator of the Dragon Soul Forge, known by many as the Forge Master. This 

ancient dragon is a vibrant violet color with the rare element of energy weaved into her breath and her 

scales. Her eyes are made of flawless rubies and she has pure white thunder clouds swirling underneath 

her skin. The element of energy that she is made from is not a dragon element but rather an element 

created by the Old Ones. She is considered the weakest of the ancient dragons but only because 

Lemuria is limited in her range and scope of overseeing the order installed over men. Lemuria is small in 

stature, but she is one of only three ancient dragons that the Old Ones have given the ability to use the 

Book of Dragons, the others being Kumara and Hathors. Lemuria is also exempt from dominion from 

Typhon and she often converses with the Old Ones daily, which no dragon but her can. Lemuria can also 

employ the services of the Valkyrie at any time and for any reason without requesting their aid from her 

brother Kumara. Despite this, she loves her brother and has great respect for him, so she will always 

send a very polite request if she comes to actually need their services. Once the final protocol is initiated 

and man lives together in the 13th realm with the Old Ones, the dragons will return and live in the 

twelve realms within the First Plane of Existence. Lemuria however, will not as she will be the only 

dragon allowed to enter the 13th realm. Lastly, Lemuria is the only ancient dragon to have a kingdom of 

man specifically named after her and for this reason, her father Typhon and her other brother Sirius 

have contempt for her.  

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Realms 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

13 Realms created, 12 handed over to men, where each realm starts with four Kingdoms. The Last realm 

was reserved for the Old Ones.  

 

The four Kingdoms that the ancient dragons installed in each realm are referred to as the following:  

 

Lemuria - the element of air 

Kamari Nadu - element of earth 



Atlantis - the element of water 

Hespera - the element of fire 

 

Each Kingdom was set at each corner of each realm and through chaos and order the realms and the 

inhabitants are purified over time. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Aramu Muru: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

This is the Gate to the Second Plane of Existence from the realms of mankind, sealed by the Dragon Soul 

Forge and requires the signet of Lemuria to operate, which is usually a gold-colored disk. The only 

exception to this is Ladon, who was given a pair of special sandals to walk between the planes and 

realms with ease by the Old Ones, but this gate travel requires the Necronomicon. All other ancient 

dragons must have a signet forged at the Dragon Soulforge by Lemuria and this is subject for approval by 

the Old Ones before they can enter the 12 realms. 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

The Signet of Lemuria 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

This usually takes the form of a disk or a plate, but sometimes a ring. The metal is made from fusing 

ocean sapphires together with the breath of Lemuria at the Dragon Soulforge. Once infused the azure-

colored gems turn a bright gold color from Lemuria’s breath. This metal is indestructible.  

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

Ocean Sapphires 

-------------------------------------------------------- 

These gems are harvested in the Second Plane of Existence in the Lake of Mana by Angels who serve 

Kumara. These precious gems are the most valuable physical resource in the universe and are used in 

the construction of weapons and tools used by Archangels and the Valkyrie. The process for forging 

these weapons requires the Dragon Soulforge, which turns the weapons a gold color, then they are 

returned to the Lake of Mana until their color returns. This process forges smaller stones into one large 

piece and the resulting weapon or tool is the hardest known substance in creation. The largest ocean 

sapphires make up the teeth and claws of Typhon the Great.  

-------------------------------------------------------- 



This tome is part of a series of tomes written by the Old Ones. The volume series include: 

 

*The Book of Life 

*The Book of Truth 

*The Book of Virtue 

*The Book of Knowledge 

*The Book of Wisdom 

*The Book of Power 

*The Book of Corruption 

*The Book of Angels 

*The Book of Demons 

*The Book of the Dragons 

*The Book of the Dead 

*The Book of the Judges 

*The Book of the Four Protocols 

 

 

Note to the reader:  

Reading from this book requires the flesh of this book to burn in order to read the words. The tome is 

bound by the Dragon Soulforge and this knowledge is only intended for the truly worthy. I hope for your 

sake, this is you.  

You have been warned. 

 

- The Old Ones 


